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Online editorial platforms are trying new and exciting ways of 
presenting content to make full use of the digital experience. 
Your challenge is to bring a short story to life, while considering 
the flow of content, visual design, expressive web typography, 
animated and interactive enhancements, and overall responsive 
nature. You will be designing and developing a more experiential 
single-page website of around 1,000-1,500 words. It is critical 
that you experiment with the format to create a unique viewing 
experience, while still considering the flow of information and 

CREATIVE BRIEF

For this assignment, I chose to write my own story. Knowing that 
coding one of my first interactive websites would inevitably be a 
frustrating and discouraging endeavor, I thought it would make 
it easier on myself if the content was humorous and personal to 
my life.  Lucky to have borderline psychotic and entertaining 
parents, I had everything I needed for a  witty narrative that would 
essentially write itself. 

STORY OVERVIEW

background
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THE PLAN

WRITTEN STRATEGY STATEMENT AND GOALS:

The main purpose of this website is to visually entertain, as well as 
demonstrate my design and coding skills. The user should be able 
to logically progress through the page, laugh, and effortlessly un-
derstand the narrative in a logical way.  

TARGET DEMOGRAPHIC

 The target demographic for this website will be primarily people 
from the WWU design department, as well as people looking at 
my portfolio website. These are people who have vast technologi-
cal and design knowledge or are seeking someone who does. 
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BORED PANDA

• v impressions: magazine-style layout, goofy illustrations 
• Site is organized into sections of different stories 
• excessive amount of content- reader needs to skim through
• Each story is meant to be skimmed- not taken in fully, there isn’t a 

lot of visual storytelling
• No interactivity or animations 

8 DESIGN MASTERPIECES from EVERYDAY LIFE

• first impressions: the large (almost) flat backgrounds draw the eye 
to the subject of the entire page. This works well for the list style 
content

• There is a decent amount of content, but it is broken into appro-
priate chunks and features a generous amount of white space

• the color palette is playful but not obnoxious, this reflects the se-
rious but not to be taken too seriously content. 

• No interactivity or animations

STUDENT EXAMPLE: BIG BOY

• first impressions: clean, simplistic layout. Its simplicity and 
minimalism compliment the raunchy nature of the subject of the 
narrative. The graphs help to illustrate the silly content of the 
storyline add a tremendous amount of humor.

• Site is organized and has a consistent scrolling pattern. The 
content of the story is organized into digestible chunks that help 
the narrative flow. There is adequate space given for moments 
of anticipation. 

• There is an appropriate amount of content. The reader is 
consistently engaged and visuals help to capture the attention of 
the viewer.

• Interactivity is smooth and adds to the content of the story 
without distracting from it. COMPETITION

research
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CONTENT BREAKDOWN

STORY STRUCTURE/MAIN THEMES

1. Mom insists on sitting in front row of church every Sunday and decides to make open area in front of 
congregation her one-woman dance platform

2. Mother makes multiple underpaid salespeople cry over unusable coupons 
3. Mom goes to every college campus and makes random students walking around tell us about what 

life is “truly like” on that campus - including attractive groups of you eligible men.
4. Dad proceeds to let out an earth-shaking fart in front of said group of young men. 
5. Mother insists on referring to all familiar and unfamiliar patrons as “sexy____” no matter the social 

appropriateness of scenario 
6. Mother has to get to talked to by multiple soccer coaches due to unwarranted one person 

cheerleading routines preformed from sidelines
7. Showed up to first prom to discover mother and father as surprised featured chaperones, 

premeditatedly tearing apart the dance floor and scaring underage children
8. Family almost gets kicked out of US National Capital for “suspicious activity” when Mother refuses 

to pay for overpriced lunch and hides peanut butter and jelly sandwiches behind dumpster in 
alleyway. 

9. Mom and dad make progressive, sex-positive decision to be incredibly open about their sex lives to 
friends, teachers, boyfriends, potential employers 

WORD/IMAGE ASSOCIATIONS

• Simplistic line drawings 
• Black and white photo montage with bright flat color palette  
• “Kid like” drawings, sloppy hadwritten title headings 

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO REPRESENT STORY

• obvious: have sections like a list with distinct sections for each 
event 

• Moving through a location or timeline and text could pop up 
along the different locations or points on the timeline

• Scene could be ilostrated or animated and then words pop up 
after 
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BRAINSTORMING
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DIRECTION 1: IRONIC INFOGRAPHS
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DIRECTION 2: 50’S AD THROWBACK
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CONCEPT 1

SATERICAL INFOGRAPH

• flat, minimalistic line drawings and diagrams 
• simple layout, strict use of grid
• graphs, diagrams, and charts to complement content 
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CONCEPT 2

SATERICAL INFOGRAPH-BUT EDGIER

• same layout / concept but with greater contrast in hues of color 
pallete 
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CONCEPT 3

50’S AD THROWBACK
• collage imagery from 50’s magazines
• Textured backgrounds, consistent with patterns from the era 
• overlapping graphics and type
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CHALLENGES:

By far the biggest challenge was coding the final site. I wasn’t 
able to do everything I wanted to with the layout, and I feel that 
vertical and horizontal spacing isn’t perfect in the way I wish it 
could be. With that being said, there were some things I could do 
with the css that I wouldn’t have thought to do with simple flat, non-
interactive platforms, for example, simple animations, parallax,  
and hovers. 

VISION/FUTURE GOALS:

There is plenty of room for growth with this project, especially re-
garding the responsiveness of the page on Mobil. I wish I could fig-
ure out more with coding regarding alignment issues, and believe 
the page’s layout would benefit from better spacing.

REFLECTION:

This was an incredibly discouraging process and I was exceedingly 
defeated for most of it. With that being said, by the end, to scroll 
through an interactive website that I had come up with the con-
cept for, wrote the narrative for, designed, and coded into life 
from scratch was very rewarding. 

final outcome
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THANK YOU!


